Three quantum-mechanical computational techniques based on energy moments, I-'k=fdl.Jllt*(q)X"f(q), and semimoments, Pk(q') = [Xk>t-(q) ]q-q" are formulated. The I-' method, which employs the I-'k, is connected to the method of moments in probability theory, to the variational method, and to eigenvalue spectroscopy. The v and A methods, which employ semimoments, are related to local energy methods using one and several configuration points, respectively. An Nth-order calculation, requiring 2N moments or semimoments, yields N approximate eigenvalues and eigenfunctions. In accordance with a conjectured convergence criterion, exact eigenstates are approached in the limit N --> 00. From quantities obtained in a moments calculation, a lower bound on the ground-state eigenvalue can also be determined using a refinement of Weinstein's criterion. A computational method for generating moments and semimoments is given and the I-' method is applied to the linear harmonic oscillator.
I. INTRODUCTION
In this paper three quantum-mechanical approximation methods, all closely related to the method of moments/ are formulated. The method of moments was developed by mathematicians during the early part of this century mainly for application to continuous probability distributions. In quantum-mechanical applications the fundamental quantities are moments of the Hamiltonian operator
(1 ) where y;(q) represents an arbitrary state function obeying the same analyticity, symmetry, and boundary conditions as are imposed on the eigenfunctions cf>n(q) of the Schrodinger equation (2) In all cases considered here, the moments (1) are represented more explicitly as integrals over the set of configuration variables q. But extension to the case of spinor wavefunctions is straightforward. By an Nthorder calculation is meant one in which the first 2N moments J.Lo, J.LI, J.L2, " ' , J.L2N-I are employed, usually resulting in approximations for N energy eigenvalues.
The first systematic application of the method of moments in quantum mechanics is due apparently to Horvay.2 In calculation of the binding energy of the oxygen nucleus, he found "exceedingly slow" convergence. Halpern,3 independently, applied the method to the phonon-polaron interaction. A fifth-order calculation proved partially successful. A subsequent applica-* Present adress: Department of Chemistry, MIT, Cambridge, Mass. 02139. This paper is based on J.B.D.'s B.S. honors thesis, University of Michigan, 1965. tion 4 to a problem in static-source meson theory proved unsuccessful, but this was apparently due to the model rather than the method.
More recently, one of us has developed a formalism ("eigenvalue spectroscopy") in which the eigenvalue spectrum is expressed in terms of a Fourier expansion containing energy moments of all orders. 5 • 6 The moments are generated by the time-evolution operator according to 00 (it)k
F(t) = (y;(q) , exp(itJC)y;(q»= f.; k! J.Lk. (3)
The function F(t) corresponds to a moment-generating function in probability theory or to a correlation function in the theory of stochastic processes. Comparing (1) with (3), the moments can be formally represented by (4) This leads to the following expansion for the eigenvalue spectrum:
where O(k) (w) represents the kth derivative of Dirac's delta function.
II. GENERAL THEORY
Consider first a quantum system for which the eigenvalue spectrum consists of a finite number of discrete eigenvalues wo, WI, " ' , WN-I. An example would be a system of spins subject only to Zeeman excitations. The projection operator (Charles Griffin and Co., Ltd., London, 1946--1947) (Gordon and Breach Science Publications, New York, 1965) .
• F. R. Halpern, Ann. Phys. (N.Y.) 7,154 (1959) . 2 G. Horvay, Phys. Rev. 55, 70 (1939) .
• S. M. Blinder, Intern. J. Quantum Chern. 1, 271 (1967 wholly within the eigenfunction space of X, i.e.,
The annihilating operator is evidently an Nth-order polynomial in X: diverge. Such cases (which include many problems of chemical interest) cannot be treated by the method developed in this section.
Assuming that moments of all orders do exist let us choose f(q) =1/;*(q) in (11). Then '
PN(W) =a'O(N)+~(N)w+" '+aN_l correspond to the N eigenvalue wo, WI, " ' , WN-l. If (7) holds, it is trivially true that k=O, 1, "', N-1 (10) for arbitrary 1/;(q). These N simultaneous equations determine, in principle, the polynomial coefficients ao(N), aN-l (N) and hence the N eigenvalues. For spectral distributions containing an infinite number of discrete eigenvalues or continuum regions, Eqs. (10) can no longer be identically satisfied for finite N. However, a polynomial PN(W) can always be found such that
where the additional arbitrary functionf(q) is restricted only by the condition that the integral exists. Once the set of polynomial coefficients ao (N), a1(N), "', aN_1(N) is determined, Eq. (9) can then be solved for N approximate eigenvalues WO(N), WI (Nl, "', WN_l(Nl. Three different computational approaches are given, depending on the choice of f (q) In terms of the energy moments (12), we can construct from (14) a set of N simultaneous equations for the polynomial coefficients, viz.,
The solutions of these inhomogeneous linear equations follow by Cramer's rule, whereby
where
IJ. N-l IJ.N and Dk is formed from D by replacing the kth column
It is assumed that D=F-O, which requires that there be at least N distinct eigenvalues for the system described by X (see Sec. VII for proof) . Once the coefficients ao (N), " ' , aN_l(N) are known, (9) can be solved for the approximate (Nth-order) eigenvalues. The foregoing procedure can be more compactly systematized as follows:
Rearranging Dk so that the last enumerated column appears on the left, we have 
But using (16),
Defining the more general determinantal function,
/LN-I /LN
We have analogously
(21)
But the bracketed quantity can be identified as the polynomial PN(W) , [d. Eq. (9)]. Therefore the N approximate eigenvalues in an Nth-order calculation appear as the roots of the determinantal equation (24) It can be shown that the N roots of (24) are real and distinct. Also, the polynomials ilN(W) comprise an orthogonal set with respect to the weighting func-
N¢N'. (25)
The entire formalism can, in fact, be based on the properties of orthogonal polynomials and their associated distributions. 
The first equality follows from (6). Recognizing that the projection operator is an (N -1) degree polynomial in X, the last equality results from successive application of (14). The vanishing of the first integral in (27) identifies ¢nCN)(q) as the eigenfunction corresponding to Wn (N) •
IV. CONNECTION WITH THE METHOD OF MOMENTS
Any function !/I(q) obeying the limitations we have set forth can formally be expanded in terms of the eigenfunctions of X:
n where the generalized summation symbol Sn combines summation over the discrete states with integration over the continuum. In terms of (28), the moments (12) can be expressed (29) The function \ !/I(q) \2, as well as the eigenvalue spectrum G(w), have obvious analogies with probability distributions. Certain results in probability theory pertaining to continuous distributions, in particular, the method of moments, should therefore be applicable to these quantum-mechanical analogs. For example, the moments, if all exist, uniquely determine a distribution, provided that the sum is divergent (Carleman's theorem).9 For every distribution (including the eigenvalue spectrum) there can be found a corresponding discrete distribution for which the first 2N moments coincide. 2: b, , (Nl[w, , (N) ]\ k=O, 1, "', 2N-1. (30) .. -0
These 2N simultaneous equations suffice, in principle, to determine "V approximate eigenvalues wn(N) together with N distribution coefficients b,,(N) . Let the Wk(Nl'S be the roots of a polynomial PN(W) such as (9). Then we have, as well,
Insert wo(N), Wl(Nl, " ' , WN_l(N) successively into the first of (31), multiply respectively by bo 'Nl, bl(N) , " ' , bN_l(N) , and sum the N equations so obtained. The result is, by virtue of (30),
Repeating the procedure on successive members of (31), we obtain a set of equations identical to (15). This demonstrates the equivalence of the two approaches. There exists a unique solution to (30) if, and only if, the exact expansion (29) contains (in the absence of continuum contributions) at least N terms. It should also be noted that a set of degenerate states accounts for but a single eigenvalue and, conversely, that the method does not determine the degeneracy of any state.
V. CONNECTION WITH THE VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLE For a set of N basis functions
XJc(q) =X,kif;(q), k=0,1,···,N-1, (33) let the optimal linear combination The approximation is now made that (44) also applies to the higher moments, i.e., 
n=O showing that the N approximate eigenvalues, each of which shows up as a delta function, are identical to those determined by the method of moments. Evidently, as N is increased, so that more of the moments are given exactly, (47) approaches the actual eigenvalue spectrum.
VII. EXISTENCE OF SOLUTIONS; CONVERGENCE
Let us first suppose that the expansion (28) (q) . From the latter set, or using (26), the approximate eigenfunctions can be constructed.
As to the convergence of the calculated eigenvalues and eigenfunction to exact ones, the following conjecture is made: If it is found that linear dependence is approached as N---+oo as indicated, for example, by .1w(w) approaching zero identically, the calculated eigenvalues and eigenfunctions are converging to exact ones. This generalization is based on intuition and ez,:perience; we have not pursued it on a rigorous level, particularly in cases involving continuous spectra.
Analogous considerations apply to existence and convergence for the v and A methods.
VIII. THE ]I METHOD
One way of circumventing the moment-divergence difficulty might be to modify the potentials. Replacing r-I by (r+b)-l in Coulomb potentials for example, removes the singularity. The !J. method is then applicable, With b carried as a parameter. It can be shown that, although individual moments may diverge as b---+O, they do so in a compensating manner such that the approximate eigenvalues approach finite limits. An alternative approach might be to transform the Hamiltonian so as to remove the singularities. The two-particle Coulombic system can, for example, be transformed into the harmonic oscillator.12 Analogous transformations might well be possible for manyparticle systems.
The method to be outlined in this section avoids not only the divergence problem but the evaluation of integrals entirely. The v method is based on the choice f(q)=o(q-q') in (11), where q' represents an arbitrary point in the configuration space sufficiently distant from any singularity. Defining the semimoments
we can construct a set of equations analogous to (15) but with Vk(q') instead of !J.k. Subsequent developments are, mutatis mutandis, largely analogous. Thus, an Nth-order calculation, requiring 2N semimoments, leads to approximations for N eigenvalues (depending on q' and different, in general, from those obtained by the corresponding moment calculation). The computational accessibility of the semimoments is the principal advantage of the ]I method. For the most common types of Hamiltonian operators, evaluation of Vk(q') involves only the operations of differentiation and multiplication.
The v method also has a variational analog. Consider the trial function
k-ll m=iJ where (33) has been used for the last equality. Specify now that the local energy14
shall be stationary with respect to variations in the CkC'{), i.e.,
OW(N)(q) = {o[JC<I>(q)]/<I>(q) I -{[OC<I>(q)]o<I>(q)/[<I>(q)]2j=0
; (54) multiplying by <I>(q) and using (53) again, the variational condition can be written
Il[JC<I>(q)-W(N)(q)<I>(q)]=O;
(55) substituting the expansion (52), noting that XXk+m= Xk+m+l, and setting q=q', which introduces the semi-
In analogy with the conventional variational problem (Sec. V), this leads to a secular equation
where the N roots represent extremal values of the local energy W(N) (q') • In analogy with (24), the latter can also be obtained from the determinantal equation
The variational condition (54) implies only stationarity, in contrast to (35), which also implies minimization. The roots of (57) or (58) are therefore not upper bounds on the corresponding exact eigenvalues. In common with local energy method, fluctuations in the w(q') with q' should decrease with improvement of the trial function <p(q), hence with higher-order lV.
IX. THE A METHOD
N conditions on the polynomial coefficients ao(N), •• " aN_liN) can also be imposed by choosing in (11), with k=O, f(q) successively equal to O(q-qm), for lV distinct points qo, qt, •• 'qN-l in configuration space. In terms of the quantities we obtain the N simultaneous equations +AN-l,N-laN-l (N) = -'tW,N-l. (60) Exploiting the analogy between (60) and (15), the A method leads to N approximate eigenvalues which are the roots of the determinantal equation
Ao,N-l Al,N-l
The approximate eigenvalues represent averages of local energies (53) over the configuration points qo, ql, "', qN-l. Weighting factors on these points can be introduced, if desired. Although the A matrix is not symmetrical (Akm¢Amk), this method has the computational advantage over the p. and If methods that only moments up to order N (rather than 2lV -1) need be computed. The A method has certain features in common with Frost's least-squares local-energy method. 16 If the latter were, in fact, carried out using the basis (33) and the configuration points qo, " ' , qN-l, then the two methods would become very nearly equivalent.
X. A THEOREM ON LOWER BOUNDS
More information about the over-all distribution of eigenvalues is contained in N moments than in any other set of N parameters, except, perhaps, N of the eigenvalues themselves. This is one advantage of the method of moments over other quantum-mechanical computational methods. For example, several criteria on lower bounds to the lowest eigenvalue make use of energy moments. Weinstein's criterion,16 in particular, requires the second moment. We shall derive here a generalization of Weinstein's criterion based on quantities which are determined in the course of a moments calculation. 2.413X1O-· 9.341XI0-a mass and force constant, the system is described by the Hamiltonian
The exact solutions to the SchrOdinger equation are, of course, well known for this problem:
where H,,(x) are the Hermite polynomials.
As the approximation function, we choose the noneigenfunction
This is expandable in the even-parity eigenfunctions (68). The approximate eigenvalues should then approach the set i, 2t, 4t, ....
The computation of moments is considerably simplified by the fact that operation of (67) on (69) brings down even powers of x multiplying !/I(x). We can therefore write
. . Define the new polynomial
such that
This can be expressed in matrix form as 
The moments, semimoments, and A coefficients now follow in straightforward fashion. In terms of
where the C's are the appropriate column vectors with elements given by (79). The procedure outlined here is suitable for computer programming. It can be applied to calculate moments of almost arbitrarily high order. The method can also be generalized for manydimensional problems.
The method of moments has been carried to eighth order on the IBM 7090 computer. The vectors A (0), " ' , A (7) are tabulated in Table T . The general pattern is clear from these, so higher-order vectors are not enumerated. For the larger values of k, it is seen that Ak(k) is much smaller in magnitude than the other elements of A(k). If A W _ 1 (2N-l) were exactly zero, A(2N-l) would be expressible as a linear combination of the A (k) with k < 2N -1. The basis set Xo, ••• , X2N-l would thereby be linearly dependent, and the Nth-order calculation would give N exact eigenvalues and eigenfunctions. The fact that Ak(k) becomes less and less significant on a relative scale indicates that the basis is approaching linear dependence as l '{--Hf:) and, thus, that the approximate eigenvalues and eigenfunctions are converging to exact ones. Table II gives the six lowest eigenvalues Wn(N) and expansion coefficients b,,(N) for moment calculations up to eighth order. These are the best results based on two independent calculations. By choosing different normalization constants, round-off and other machine errors could be varied. These errors produced up to 5% variation in the higher eigenvalues for the eighthorder calculation. Since these calculations are mainly exploratory in nature, no further attempts were made to improve computational precision. The best results are represented graphically in Fig. 1 . The widths of the eigenvalue peaks correspond roughly to the computational errors.
To apply the lower-bound criterion (65), 1 Co 12 can be identified with bo'N) obtained from the eighth-order calculation. The expansion coefficient has apparently converged to the value 0.94277. With J.l.l=0.625, u= 0.53033, we obtain wo~0.4944. This is, in any case, a considerable improvement over Weinstein's criterion, which gives wo~0.0946. 
